COST TU0904: Final Meeting
Integrated Fire Engineering and Response

Cracow University of Technology, Cracow, Poland,
February 20-21, 2014

Cracow - the magical city, situated in the southeast of the country, between the Jura uplands
and the Tatra Mountains, on the banks of the Vistula River, has one of the best-preserved medieval
city centers in Europe. Dozens of churches cover almost every architectural period and are
surrounded by monasteries and abbeys – walking through the Old Town streets is like drifting back
through the musty pages of a historical novel.
The renaissance Royal Castle at Wawel Hill, the gothic St Mary's Basilica, the historical
trade pavilions of the Cloth Hall, the former separate Jewish city of Kazimierz, and even the Nowa
Huta district, absorbed by Cracow together with its socialist-realist industrial architecture, are all
places which make a visit to Cracow extremely worthwhile.

•

Venue of the meeting - the main campus of Cracow University of Technology (CUT) –
in Polish Politechnika Krakowska (PK), Warszawska 24
– for details see the map enclosed below,
- the first, organisational session will be held in the Senate Hall,
located on the second floor of the CUT Main Building,
- all remaining sessions will be held in the conference room
located on the second floor of the GIL Gallery Building.

• How to get there - the best way is the train service:
The train service provided by Przewozy Regionalne Sp. z.o.o is the fastest link between the
center of Cracow and the airport. Travel time is approximately 20 minutes.
The train station is located 200 m from the T1 international terminal. For travel
between the terminals and the station, we advise you to use the free Shuttle Bus service.
The Shuttle Bus awaits at the rail station and transports passengers between the international
(T1) and the domestic (T2) terminals and then comes back to the station.
Train schedule – please note that this schedule will be rearranged in the middle of
December 2013; however, it seems that changes related to the number of trains will not be
significant.
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* train stops in Krakow Łobzów
Train schedule - valid from 20.10.2013 to 14.12.2013
A) does not run on 11.11.2013
Ticket can be purchased:
•
•
•
•

on a train, from train attendant
on a train, from automated cashier
in terminal T1 (from automated cashier located near center exit)
at Cracow Main Train Station (at ticket counters or from automated cashier located at
Platform #1)

NOTE! You need one ticket only! All rail ticket holders may travel with a change to/from any
station within the 1st Cracow Metropolitan Zone.
Ticket prices:
•
•
•
•

One-way ticket: PLN 12
Return ticket: PLN 20 (valid for 30 days from the first journey)
Group ticket: 3 people - PLN 33, 4 people - PLN 44
Monthly ticket: PLN 80
It is also possible to arrange the trip to the city center by public bus. Cracow Airport is

served by two regular bus lines: 208 and 292 and one night line: 902. Please note that these are
agglomeration bus lines and the special price tickets (agglomeration) have to be bought to trip.
Bus stops within the airport’s premises are located near the T1 and T2 terminals. The time of the
bus trip from the airport to the city center is about 40 minutes (or longer), with many bus stops,
depending on the traffic conditions.
The venue of the meeting is localized very closed to Main Railway Station – it is about 10
minutes walking distance (see the map enclosed above).

• The recommended accommodation possibility:
There are many hotels of various types near the meeting place. Three of them are particularly
recommended because of the location very close to the university campus (see the map enclosed
above). They are as follows:
1. Andel’s Hotel, Pawia 3, 31-154 Cracow, e-mail: www.andelscracow.com
This is a new four-star hotel, located opposite to the main exit from the Old Building of
Main Railway Station (it is denoted as “Dworzec PKP” in the map above), about 10 minutes
walking distance to the meeting place.
Details about the accommodation there are given below:

2. Ibis Hotel Stare Miasto, Pawia 15, 31-154 Cracow,
e-mails: www.ibishotel.com or www.arcelorhotels.com
This is a new two-stars hotel, located vis-à-vis the Main Building of Cracow University of
Technology.
Details about the accommodation there are as follows:
Single room with breakfast - 199 PLN per night
Double room with breakfast -233 PLN per night

Such prices are available only in case of booking your room before February 15, 2014. The
later booking is also possible; however, the offered prices can be slightly higher.
The more detailed presentation of this hotel is given below.

3. Ibis budget hotel, Pawia 11, 31-154 Cracow, e-mail: www.ibisbudget.com
This is a quite new, not very expensive hotel, located next door to the Ibis Hotel Stare
Miasto, previously mentioned. Details about the accommodation there are given below:
Dear Sir / Madam,
With pleasure I can confirm availability in period 20-21.02.2014.
We can offer rooms: with one double bed, with two separate beds, and rooms with one big bed and
extra bed for child under the age of 12.
The price for one room without breakfast is 129 PLN per night.
Breakfast is extra paid 21 PLN per person.

Guests will be able to book the rooms directly at the hotel: via telephone (12 355 29 50) or via
email (h7165@accor.com).
Reservations also can be made via our website www.ibisbudget.com - price per day is reduced by
20 PLN, so there is: 109 PLN per night for a room without breakfast.
We hope to have possibility to host you in our hotel.
If you have any questions or doubts please contact us any time you wish.
The more detailed presentation about this hotel is given below.

•

Possible tourist excursions during the day aftr meeting:

This service will be offered by Cracow City Tours, Matejki Square 2, 31-157 Cracow.
The reservation will be available one or two days before the date of the selected trip at special desk
arranged in meeting venue. The minimum number of people interested in participation will not have
to be satisfied, because most of the proposed trips are organized daily by this tourist office.

The recommended tourist destinations are as follows:
1. Auschwitz – Birkenau Memorial and Museum
Auschwitz-Birkenau is the best known place of genocide in the world. Started as
a concentration camp, it became the center of extermination for 1.5 million people: Jews, Poles,
Gypsies and many others.
The tour starts with a 50-minute documentary movie about the liberation of the Camp. Our
guide will introduce You to the historical and political background of creating the camp in
Auschwitz. Then the tour proceeds to the museum founded in the remaining prison blocks, the gas
chamber and the crematorium. After a short break, the trip continues to Birkenau which is the
biggest Nazi concentration camp. Auschwitz-Birkenau is included on the UNESCO list of World
Heritage Sites.
Tour Facts
Date: Feb 23rd 2014
Departure time: 9:00 am/12:15pm
Arrival time back at hotels: 15:30 / 19:00
Timetable:
1½ hours drive to Auschwitz, on the way to museum we watch 53 min. documentary movie about
the liberation of Auschwitz by Soviet Unions
09:30–11:00 – visit to Auschwitz Memorial Museum / 13:30 – 14:30 visit to Birkenau Memorial
Museum
11:30-12:30 - visit to Birkenau Memorial Museum/ 15:00 – 17:00 – visit to Auschwitz Memorial
Museum
12:45 – departure to Cracow/ 17:15 – departure to Cracow
Price: 70PLN/person
Includes: transport by bus, tourleader’s service on the way, movie „Liberation of Auschwitz”
played on the bus, local English speaking guide at the Museum, headset in Auschwitz I, insurance.
Meeting point: in front of our ticket office on 2 Matejko Sq. / Pick up from hotel
BOOKING UNTILL: 1 day before the tour
NOTE: Please mind that in case of limited places available on the bus, we will respect the order of
bookings.

2. Wieliczka Salt Mine
Wieliczka Salt Mine is one of the most eagerly visited tour sites is Poland. During the
centuries the Mine developed into an extensive underground city, mysterious and unique. For years
it has inspired admiration and awe towards the powers of nature and faculties man. Nowadays it is a
complex labyrinth consisting of over 300 kilometers of galleries, about 3000 chambers and nine
floors, the last of them at 327 meters underground. The two-kilometer Tourist Route in Wieliczka
includes 22 chambers connected by galleries.
A licensed, English-speaking guide will show you the ancient shafts, mysterious salt lakes, a
collection of mining machines and equipment, sculptures, bas-reliefs, and the most impressive and
opulent St. Kinga’s chapel.
Tour Facts:
Date: Feb 23rd 2014
Departure time: 10:00 / 15:45
Arrival time back in Cracow: 14:15 or 19:30
Timetable:
10:50 (16:10) – Arrival time in Wieliczka, short break to go to toilets or buy something to drink
11:00 (16:20) – supposed tour start (depends on number of visitors in the mine)
12:10 (17:30) – first 5-minutes break
12:45 (17:55) – longer break at the end of the tour – shops, restaurant, toilets
13:00 (18:10) – the guide will lead the group to the elevator and then to the parking place
13:15 (18:30) – supposed departure to Cracow
Price: 80PLN/person
Meeting point: in front of our ticket office on 2 Matejko Sq. / Pick up from hotel
BOOKING UNTILL: 1 day before the tour
NOTE: Please mind that in case of limited places available on the bus, we will respect the order of
bookings.

It is possible to have both Auschwitz & Birkenau tour and Wieliczka Salt Mine tour in one day.

3. Cracow Panoramic Bus
Discover Cracow in a special way with our fully organized and exciting sightseeing tour! In
three hours you will see all the most important highlights of this marvelous city.
With us you will get the opportunity to visit not only the Old Town, the Jewish District and its most
magical sites but also the history of the Cracow Jewish Ghetto and see the Schindler's Factory. You
will end the tour by the remaining parts of the wall of the concentration camp in Płaszów.
Tour Facts
Date: Feb 23rd 2014
Departure time: 10:00 am
Duration: 2,5 – 3 hours
Price:100PLN
BOOKING UNTILL: 1 day before the tour
Meeting point: in front of our ticket office on Matejko Sq. / Pick up from hotel
NOTE: Please mind that in case of limited places available on the bus, we will respect the order of
bookings.

4. Zakopane and the Tatra Mountains – Poland's Summer Capital
Culture and History:
Experience the culture and fresh air of Polish highlands. From the vigorous city center to
medieval churches and majestic mountain views. Enjoy the atmosphere of Zakopane, so called the
Poland's Summer Capital.
After the departure, on the street for Zakopane the guide will take you on a tour in the
village of Chochołów, where you will be able to admire a big number of 18th and 19th century
cottages that are actually protected by UNESCO.

After the arrival in Zakopane you will take a walk around the Old Town and visit an ancient
cemetery, The Style Museum and the Old Church. Then after a lunch break you can enjoy a cable
car ride up the Gubałówka Mountain to see the panorama of Tatra Mountains. After that the
program of the visit includes a sightseeing of the ski jump and the visit of the wooden chapel of
Jaszczurówka.
Time Schedule:
8.30 - Departure
10.30 - Visit to Chochołów and explore the 19th Century Wooden Architecture
11.15 - Arrival to Zakopane and visit of Old town and Museums
13.00 - Lunch break and free time
14.00 - Funicular to the panoramic view of Gubałówka Mountain
15.15 - Sightseeing and visit to the Wooden Chapel
16.00 - Departure to Cracow
Price:169PLN/ person, min. 4 ppl
220PLN/person, min. 2 ppl
BOOKING UNTILL: 1 day before the tour
Lunch is not included in the price
Meeting point: in front of our ticket office on 2 Matejko Sq. / Pick up from hotel
NOTE: Please mind that in case of limited places available on the bus, we will respect the order of
bookings.

5. Crazy Guides Trabant Tour Communism Tours
Good bye Capitalism, the Communist era is back! The relics of the Soviet influence are
waiting for you to explore them. Take a ride in an East German Trabant and visit Nowa Huta, the
old Communist district built around the steelworks, have fun at an authentic Communist Disco and
Crazy Communist Farm. Our energetic Crazy Guides will get you off the beaten path and show you
the true sights that most visitors only read about.
Communism: 129 PLN per person, 2.5 hours
Communism Deluxe: 169 PLN per person, 4 hours
The Real Cracow: 159 PLN per person, 4 hours (includes visiting Kazimierz, the Jewish District)

Meeting point: Pick up from hotel
Prices include transportation and taxes. No additional costs!

6. Tyskie Brewery Tour
One of the most joyful Cracow tours. We will take you on tour to the home of one of the most
famous Polish beer
Brands which is located in Tychy – one hour driving from Krakow. The Tyskie Brewery has
been on the market for over 600 years, and it shares its rich tradition and experience with all
visitors. Here you will see the unique blend of ritual and modernity, taking a 3-hour adventure tour
through the brewery to see its huge fermentation tanks, and then through its grounds to the Brewing
Museum, where history is captured in the form of ornamental beer bottles, mugs and fancy beer
barrels. After this trip through history, you will be treated to the unforgettable experience of tasting
fresh beer in the Tyskie Pub.
Date: Feb 23rd
Departure time: 9:00 a.m.
Meeting point: 2 Matejko Square or hotel pick up
Price: 169PLN/person min 4 ppl
200PLN/person min 2ppl
Duration: 7 hours

7. Wooden Architecture Trail
If You would like to know historic legacies of buildings in wood preserved in Lesser
Poland, then come with us! Feel a real serenity of the world that is gone! Our tour will bring You to
vintage country cottages, inns, country-town and rural residential buildings, craftsman shops,
number of churches with beautiful indoor decorations.
The edifices You will see come from 15th -19th century and most of these wonders may still
be admired in their original settings. Some of the residential and farm buildings have been moved to
open air museums.
Date: Feb 23rd2014
Departure time: 9:00
Arrival time back to Cracow: 15:00 – 17:30 (depends on option)
Price: 200PLN/person, min 2 ppl
169PLN/person, min 4 ppl
OPTION A – WESTERN WISLA REGION
Duration: 6 hours
Includes: Open Air Museum in Wygiełzów, churches: 14th century in Graboszczyce, 17th century
in Metków, 18th century in Barwałd, country-town buildings in Lanckorona (UNESCO), 19th
century houses in Kalwaria; time for lunch in one of wooden local inns.
OPTION B – EASTERN WISLA REGION
Duration: 8,5 hours
Includes: 16th century Church in Sobołów, 17th century Church in Gosprzydowa, 15th century
Church in Lipnica Murowana (UNESCO), 16th century country-town architecture in Lipnica
Murowana, 19th century summer theatre and workers town in Brzesko Okocim, one of the biggest
open air museums in Poland in Nowy Sącz, 19th century typical „Galicja” town reconstruction in
Nowy Sącz; time for lunch in one of wooden local inns.
OPTION C – MOUNTAINS PIENINY REGION
Duration: 8,5 hours
Includes: 15th century church in Dębno (UNESCO), Open Air Museum in Kluszkowce, 19th century
treatment center in Szczawnica, cottages in Czarna Góra and Jurgów, 18th century Church in Białka
Tatrzańska, 15th century Church in Grywałd, as an additional part - 14th Castle in Niedzica; time for
lunch in one of wooden local inns.

Meeting point: in front of our ticket office on Matejko Sq. / Pick up from Qubus Hotel
BOOKING UNTILL: 1 day before the tour
Please mind that regardless the option you'd pick for every tour there's lunch break included.
Guests will have to pay for lunch individually.
NOTE: Please mind that in case of limited places available on the bus, we will respect the order of
bookings.

